Use your iPhone, iPad, Mac or PC to access these helpful tools!
inClass
Organize your classes, schedule, homework, and notes. Share notes with classmates, Ace your
classes! Platform: iPhone, iPad

Anki
Memorize anything with Anki! Create your own flashcard deck or download FREE decks complied for MANY LANGUAGES and TOPICS! (more than 6000 available). Platform: iPhone,
iPad, Andriod, Mac, Windows

Dragon Dictation:
An easy -to-use voice recognition application allows you to easily speak and instantly see
your text or email messages. In fact, it’s up to five (5) times faster than typing on the
keyboard. Platform: iPhone, iPad

Wolfram Alpha
Remember the Star Trek Computer? It’s finally happening with Wolfram Alpha! This website is
now available as an app providing expert knowledge in math and science. Helps calculate complex
math equations, and has 3-D image visualizer.
Platform: iPhone, iPad, Andriod, web based.

Evernote
Evernote helps you remember everything across all devices you use. Stay organized, save your
ideas and improve productivity. This App lets you take notes, capture photos, create to-do lists,
record voice reminders and makes these notes completely searchable whether you are at home
or on the go. Plateform: iPhone, iPad, Andriod, Mac, Windows

Studyblue
You can make flashcards with text and images. Upload a file of terms or pictures and you can
study them on the go. You can share your files with friends, and add their cards to your pile as
well. Quizzes are also available on studyblue. Platform: iPhone, iPad, Andriod, web based.

Sound note
SoundNote is the best way to take notes in meetings, lectures, and interviews. It tracks
what you type and draw while recording audio, so you'll never worry about missing an
important detail. During playback, just tap a word: SoundNote will jump right to the proper
time in the audio. Platform: iPhone, iPad, Andriod, web based.

Diigo. Digest of Internet Information, Groups and Other stuff[
Bookmark webpages and find your bookmarks on any device. Users can highlight any part of a
webpage and attach sticky notes to specific highlights or to a whole page. These annotations
can be kept private, shared with a group within Diigo or a special link forwarded to someone
else. Platform: iPhone, iPad, Andriod, Mac, Windows

iProcrastinate

is the ideal task manager for anyone who doesn't want their todo list to
get in the way of actually getting things done! Great for anyone who is looking for a mobile,
easy -to-use task manager. Use a redesigned Calendar to help manage large numbers of
upcoming or recently completed Tasks. Break complex Tasks down into Steps for step-by-step
tracking of your Task's progress! Platform: Windows

Forest: Stay Focused is a unique app that prevents phone addiction and procrastination.
Users will “plant a tree” whenever they want to focus. The tree will then grow in the following time,
and it will be killed if you leave the app or break your focus. Users can build their forest every day,
representing their focused time and allowing them to track their daily phone usage and screen time.

StayFree- Phone Usage Tracker & Overuse

is a visual and user-friendly Android

application that allow you to show how much time you spend on your smartphone and your favorite apps.
You can set usage limits for your apps and receive alerts when exceeding the usage limit. You can also
view the details of your usage and statistics of your history.

Focus To-Do: Pomodoro Timer & Tasks List Organizer

is an easy-to-use time

and task management application. Users are able to set an execution time for the task, allowing them to
focus on the task until the time is up. Users can also use the app to make plans for work or school,
record shopping lists, set up birthday reminders, or arrange your schedule.

